Source Address Validation (BCP 38)

BCP 38 Ingress Packet Filtering
Guiding Principle
Your customers should not be sending any IP
packet out to the Internet with a source address
other then the address you have allocated to
them!

BCP 38 Ingress Packet Filtering
• BCP 38/ RFC 2827
• Title: Network Ingress Filtering: Defeating Denial of Service
Attacks which Employ IP Source Address Spoofing
• Author(s): P. Ferguson, D. Senie

BCP 38 Ingress Packet Filtering
The Operator’s Customer Allocation Block: 96.0.0.0/19
BCP 38 Filter = Allow only source addresses from the customer’s 96.0.X.X/24
Exploitable Ports Filters = Ingress and Egress ACLs to protect the customer, operator, and Internet
96.0.20.0/24

96.0.21.0/24

Internet

ISP
96.0.19.0/24

• Static access list on the edge of
the network
• Dynamic access list with AAA profiles
• Unicast RPF
• Cable Source Verify (MAC & IP)
• Packet Cable Multimedia (PCMM)
• IP Source Verify (MAC & IP)

96.0.18.0/24
Anti-Exploit and Anti-Spoof
Filters are placed on the
customer edge of the
Operator’s Network

BCP 38 Packet Filtering: Principles
• Filter as close to the edge as possible
• Filter as precisely as possible
• Filter both source and destination where possible

Many Working Techniques
• Static access list on the edge of
the network
• Dynamic access list with AAA profiles
• Unicast RPF
• Cable Source Verify (MAC & IP)
• Packet Cable Multimedia (PCMM)
• IP Source Verify (MAC & IP)

Source Address Validation Works
• Successful SPs have extremely conservative engineering
practices.
• Operational Confidence in the equipment, functionality, and
features are a prerequisite to any new configs on a router.
• The core reason why SPs have not been turning on
Source Address Validation is their lack of Operational
Confidence.

One Major ISP’s Example - uRPF
• Month 1 – Cisco Lab Test and Education to help the customer gain confidence
in uRPF.
• Month 2 – One port on one router – turning uRPF Strict Mode on a 16xOC3
Engine 2 LC (Cisco 12000)
• Month 3 – One LC on one router – 16xOC3.
• Month 4 – One router all customer facing LCs
• Month 5 – One POP – all customer facing LCs
• Month 6 – Several routers through out the network (other POPs)
• Month 7 – Adopted as standard config for all new customer circuits. Will
migrate older customer over time.

One Major ISP’s Example - uRPF
• Lessons Learned:
• It took time and patience.
• uRPF did not work for all customers. That is OK,
uRPF is not suppose to be a universal solution.
• Going slow and steady allowed the operations team
to gain a feel of the feature’s performance envelope -- with out putting the network at risk.

• It works! A year later it is a standard config with
over 40K ports running uRPF Strict or Loose
Mode.

What can you do to help?
• Cut the excuses! BCP 38 is an operational reality!
• Walk them through source address validation techniques,
see which ones will work for you, and do not expect more
than a 80% success rate.
• Find ways to gain operational confidence in the BCP 38
techniques.
• Source Address validation works – it just take patience and
persistence.

HARD REALITIES OF
SOURCE ADDRESS
VALIDATION
BCP 38 IS NOT THE SOLUTION TO DDOS!

…. Over 21 years ago in APRICOT 1
• Security “Side Door” Session:
• BGP Prefix filtering
• Source Address Validation
• Close open ports
• Danger of Reflection attacks
• Danger of DoS attacks
• “Advance Persistent Threat” (used a different phrase)
• Patch your systems
• Monitoring the scanning of the network

• Does this all resonate?

The Traditional SAV “Advocacy”

The Ladder is on the Wrong Wall!
What does it mean to be
“ranting” about the same things
over and over again with little to
no impact on our over all security
posture?
Issue #1 – We are Not Working
on the 20% of the SAV Problem
that Really Matters
Issue #2 – We are NOT Working
on Cost Effective Remediation
Solutions
If you are not working on Remediation, then why care about “tracebacks to the source
of the attack?

How do you really stop a DDOS Attack?
• Clean Pipes, Scrubbing Centers, and
other “Anti-DDOS” tools do not stop DDOS
Attacks.
• These tools are critical, but their should
only be used to provide:
1. Full Service Restoration for selected
mission critical services

Extortionist

Zombies

SP Edge Router

Last Mile
Connection
CE

Customer premise:

2. These tools provide Time to
Remediate the DDOS Attack

Server/FW/Switch/router

How do you really stop a DDOS Attack?
Stopping a DDOS Attack requires an ability to do:

Extortionist

1. Withstand the attack and not given in to the
extortion/threat

Zombies

2. Visibility/Traceback to the Sources of the Attack
3. Remediating the Tools used in the Attack
(BOTNETs and Reflectors)
4. Backtracing to the C&C used to drive the attack.

SP Edge Router

Last Mile
Connection
CE

Customer premise:
Server/FW/Switch/router

5. Triangulating on the person(s) launching the
attack.

The Real DOS Solution is About People!
• Understand this point - if you arrest the people
behind the attack, then the attack stops.
• That only happens if the victim of the DOS attack works
with law enforcement.
• Law Enforcement only works with the collaboration with
international private industry. International private
industry’s response to DOS attacks only work if they
collaborate and set up the tools to work with each other.
• Source Address Validation has a role to play in the
battle against DOS attacks. It makes the traceback and
backtrace easier. But, it does not solve the DOS
problem.

SAV Stopping DOS Attacks?
Source Address Validation (SAV) will NOT stop DOS Attacks!
Please BE REFLECTIVE!
We want SAV to be deployed so that malware does not spoof
source addresses. If there is no spoofing, we are able to
traceback the attack find the sources of the attack, and then
remediate the tools used for the attack.
PROBLEM! This assumes Operators around the world are
willing to Remediate the tools used for the attack.
What economic incentive does any operator have to
remediation malware infecting their customers!!!!

Reflection Attacks ..
Reflections Attacks require two parts to be
resolved – SAV & Tools to Mitigate the Protocol’s
Reflection Risk

Why is my SP’s
Routers Attacking
ME?

Source Address = the Target of the Attack

Measurement is Critical

One of the big mistakes in the early “SAV Deployment” years is the lack
of effective measurement.
Rob Beverly and Steve Bauer from MIT put forward a methodology to
effectively measure spoofing on the Internet. This work was
resuscitated by the industry with US Government sponsorship of CAIDA
to update and continue the work (see
https://www.caida.org/projects/spoofer/).
We now have a validated methodology to measure Spoofing!

Using the Spoofer Project Data for Transit &
Peering Decision
Yo! Why are you
allowing Spoofing?
Are you a Threat to my
Network?

What is Limiting SAV Deployments?
Lack of a sustainable incentive to deploy the technology
Technology Limitations
Measuring SAV’s Effectiveness
The cost of the last 20%

What is the 80/20 Problem with SAV
Deployments?
Deploying SAV is often seen as following an inverse of the
Pareto Principle. 20% effort results in a easy SAV win
across 80 of the Operator’s Network.
The problem then kicks in with that last 20%. This is the
realm of diminishing returns.
The last 20% of SAV deployment are the strange corner
cases, the long dialogs with important customers, the
equipment that will not support SAV, and the areas of the
network where SAV will break some critical service,
requiring a complete redesign.

The 20% SAV Challenge
Lets have a SAV Reality Check!
If the last 20% is going to be hard …..
And the Internet is constantly growing ….
Then that “20%” is a GROWING PROBLEM!
“BCPs” will cover the easy “80%” Pareto Principle coverage with
20% effort. BCPs, Pledges, and “I want to do the right thing is not
covering that last 20% of SAV that is growing and governed by the
laws of diminishing returns.

Organizations who Refuse SAV
Deployments
There are large operators who for a variety of reasons refuse to
deploy any SAV on their network.
The core factor for refusal is economics (someone is benefiting).
The SAV Refusers will use the cost of deployment or the
revenue loss as the core reasons for not deploying SAV.
The later case (revenue loss) is the core problem.
There are Operators in the world who benefits from their customer’s
ability to Spoof.
This allows their customers to be part of the problem ( bulletproof
hosting customers) or to have their customers victimized (ripe targets
with devices that can spoof source addresses).

When there is non-SAV Compliance
Essential - Ensure all those around you are doing their SAV
Deployment Responsibilities – using the Spoofer Project as
a Metric
Transit
Operator
Peered
Operators

Home
Network
Customers

Hosted
Networks

Source Address Validation - An Operator’s
Guide
Step 1 - The organization must have a source address
policy. It must be monitored. It must be complied.
Step 2 - Understand the How Much Spoof Traffic is
Current Coming Out to and from Network.
Step 3 - What tools do we have to enforce source policy?
Step 4 - Challenge your Peers.
Step 5 - Ask for SAV to be in the Transit Contracts.

What Techniques Work with SAV Deployments?

Operators Can and Do deploy SAV cost effectively in
their network. Decades of experience starts to uncover
success principles.
Principle # 1 - Put SAV into the Inherent Design
Principle #2 - SAV Must be Part of Provisioning
Principle #3 - Put in the Murphy Checks on the Edge of Your Network
Principle #4 - CxO Level SAV KPIs & Measured Effectiveness
Principle #5 - All RFPs Must have SAV @ PPS Performance

Principle # 1 - Put SAV into the Inherent Design

Assume that IPv4 & IPv6 will have malware which will:
Get through all your defenses.
Try to spoof for internal and external “explorations.”

What automated SAV tools are available by the vendors
to make the operational life easier?

Principle #2 - SAV Must be Part of Provisioning

When ever a new customer is provisioned, the script
must include the anti-spoofing ACLs.

Principle #3 - Put in the Murphy Checks on the
Edge of Your Network
Do not assume your first layer of policy will work. Add a
second layer to protect and detect when it breaks.
Policy will break. It is the law of entropy.

Principle #4 - CxO Level SAV KPIs & Measured
Effectiveness
Measure Impact of SAV
Are you defenses working. Use the Spoofer Project
How many spoofed addresses are you getting from the
Internet?
Compare the inbound source addresses to the ASN
number for which the prefix is received.

Principle #5 - All RFPs Must have SAV @ PPS
Performance
Standard requirement for all network equipment:
All ports must be able to do SAV, uRPF and ACLs at the
full PPS rate for ALL ports!
Require the test results as part of the RFP

Will Mutually Agreed Norms for Routing Security
(MANRS) and other “BCP” Efforts Work?
•Not really
•It all depends on the Organization’s people to care about
their shareholders, their customers, and the whole
Internet “interdependency for success.”
Question: Where is the global campaign to train and
empower people with the BCPs?
Question: Will the Operators who sign on to MANRS
commit to sharing their deployment/operations BCPs,
their scripts, and experience with their COMPEDITORS!

Your Turn ….
Commit to do something to prepare your organization.
Have the Conversations with the Vendors.
The “Conversations” = “Customer Requirements” which
drives change in the vendor’s priorities.
Where to get the “Checklist?”
www.senki.org
Barry’s Linkedin Post - http://www.linkedin.com/in/barryrgreene/
or Twitter: @BarryRGreene

Papers to Download
www.senki.org
Are you ready for the next attack? (Part 1)
The “Practical Security Checklist”
5 Principles to Vulnerability Disclosure
How to prevent a “security embarrassment?”
IPv6 Requirements to your RFP
Demand Security from your Vendors
DoS Attacks? Reporting DoS Attacks are the Key to Fighting Back!

Long Struggle Anti-DDOS Struggle
Tools for Anti-DDOS Solutions …..
Pre-Clean Pipes
• Shunts
• BGP Shunts
• Remote Trigger Black Hole (dRTBH)
• uRPF
• WCCP v1/v2
• Source RTBH (sRTBH)
• Remote Triggered Rate Limiting
• Sink Holes
• BGP Shunts
• FPGA Based Layered Filtering (preRiverhead)
• Netflow – from start to IPFIX (standard)
• BGP Flow-Spec

Clean Pipes 1.0
• Riverhead investment, solution, and Acquisition
(first scrubbing solution)
• Arbor Networks as a the “Total Visibility”
Command and Control for a “DDOS Defense”
(aka the Aegis Battle System moved to the
Internet)
• Threat Information Distribution Protocol (TIDP)
and Threat Mitigation System (TMS)
• Tattletale (with Arbor) inter-carrier Federation
• Clean Pipe 1.0 Business Solution with AT&T,
Verizon, Colt, & BT
• MPLS Shunts to Scale Regional Scrubbing
Centers
• Service Chaining & Service Headers

All the SAV Techniques
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access Control List (ACLs)
Dynamic Access List (Radius & Diameter)
Provisioning Tools (DEVOPs, VMs, Containers, etc)
Unicast RPF Strict Mode
Unicast RPF VRF Mode
DOCSIS & Cable Source Verify
TR-69 & IP Source Verify
SAVI (What happened in the IETF?)
Carrier Grade NAT

